
 
 

LACEY CHABERT FINDS THE ‘HO, HO, HO’ IN AN HOA WITH WES BROWN,  
STEPHEN TOBOLOWSKY, ELLEN TRAVOLTA AND MELISSA PETERMAN IN 

‘HAUL OUT THE HOLLY’ 
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING NOVEMBER 26, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL 

 
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event 

 
STUDIO CITY, CA – November 1, 2022 – Lacey Chabert (“The Wedding Veil”), Wes Brown 

(“Sweet Pecan Summer”), Stephen Tobolowsky (“One Day at a Time,” Spaceballs), Melissa 
Peterman (“Reba”), Ellen Travolta (“Charles in Charge”) and Peter Jacobson (“WeCrashed,” 
“House”) star in “Haul out the Holly,” a hilarious new, original movie premiering Saturday, 
November 26 (8:00 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel, as part of the network’s “Countdown 
to Christmas” programming event.  

On the heels of a pre-holiday break up, Emily (Chabert) returns to her childhood home on 
Evergreen Lane to spend time with her parents (Jacobson, “Fear the Walking Dead” and Carrie 
Morgan, “Holly & Ivy”).  When she arrives, she learns that they are going on a trip and leaving 
her at their house alone for the holidays.  Soon, the HOA they once founded and devoted most 
of their time to, comes knocking – literally.  Now headed up by her childhood friend Jared (Brown), 
Evergreen Lane’s HOA is determined to get Emily to participate in its many Christmas festivities.  
Though Emily wants nothing more than to curl up alone with Christmas movies and cocoa, Jared 
begins issuing citations each time Emily’s décor doesn’t meet the neighborhood’s strict standards.  
To work off the citations, and perhaps persuaded by Jared’s charms, Emily agrees to help out.  
Soon, she joins Jared and her parents’ quirky and competitive neighbors Ned (Tobolowsky), 
Pamela (Peterman) and Mary Louise (Travolta) in planning and decorating.  Though Emily has 
never been sure whether to think Christmas is merely the longest to-do list of all time – or actually 
fun – maybe this year she’ll find out.  

“Haul out the Holly” is from Hallmark Media.  Alexandre Coscas and Michael Goldstein are 
executive producers.  David Wulf is producer.  Maclain Nelson directed from a script by Andy 
Sandberg. 
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